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Married at First Sight Chapter 2357-Remy added: “It doesn’t take long for 
my relatives over there to come by plane, so it doesn’t matter.” 

As long as he was willing to get married, everyone would be very happy, and 
would not worry about whether the engagement banquet would be hosted by 
the man or the woman. 

Happiness, joy, the most important thing! 

Elisa: “When my family has chosen a good date, I will send the schedule to 
your parents for review. If there is no objection, then set the date. We will hold 
the engagement banquet in Wiltspoon without changing the location.” 

Remy said again: “Elisa, we are the two of us living our lives together. We 
know whether we are living well or not, so we don’t care what others say. You 
have never cared what others say.” 

Elisa: “I care about you and love you, so I care what others will say about you. 
It doesn’t matter if they say me. I have a super thick skin, and I’m not afraid of 
what people say about me.” 

Remy smiled, hugging her lovingly, being careful not to crush the bouquet of 
flowers. 

He said: “With your words, even if it means letting me go up the mountain of 
swords and down into the sea of fire, I am willing to be your son-in-law. I am 
not afraid of being said that I am a door-to-door son-in-law. I am also willing to 
be a door-to-door son-in-law for your family. It is the aunt who said she has 
two sons, don’t want to have another son, and refuse to accept me.” 

After seeing her future in-laws, Mrs. Stone thought about it, as long as her 
daughter was happy. 

The Johnson family would not disappoint her. 

So when the Johnson family expressed their willingness to let Remy be their 
businessman’s son-in-law, Mrs. Stone disagreed with Remy’s visit. 

Elisa would marry in the future, marry into the Johnson family and become the 
fifth young lady of the Johnson family. 



However, due to the working relationship between her and Remy, after 
marriage, the couple would live in Wiltspoon for a long time. 

Remy bought the house next door to the Stone Family early on, and the 
young couple could walk back to their Stones’ house for dinner within a 
minute’s walk, which was very convenient. 

Elisa gently pushed Remy away, and said with a smile, “Don’t crush my 
bouquet.” 

Remy: “I was very careful to avoid the bouquet, even if it is crushed, I can 
send you a bouquet every hour.” 

Elisa: “Why do you want so much? If you can’t eat or drink, it will wither after a 
few days. Send me a bouquet of flowers every day, tell me you love me a 
hundred times, and I will be very satisfied. “ 

Remy said: “A hundred times of ‘I love you’ is not enough to express my love 
for you, I think saying it a thousand times a day is the best.” 

Elisa grinned, “It’s up to you, let’s go, go into the house.” 

The two entered the house hand in hand. 

The people in the room saw how intimate the young couple were, and their 
smiles deepened. 

….. 

All You Can Eat in the meantime. 

A strange man, holding a bouquet of flowers, stood at the door of All You Can 
Eat restaurant, looked at All You Can Eat restaurant for a long time, then 
stepped up the steps and entered the restaurant. 

“Welcome, sir, how many are you?” 

When the waiter saw the man coming in, he smiled and said hello, and asked 
the man how many people came to eat. 

The man said in a low voice: “I’m not here for dinner, I want to meet you Ms. 
Hunt.” 



The waiter’s eyes fell on the flowers held by the man, and the smile on his 
face was restrained, but he still said politely: “Excuse me, what is your name, 
sir? What can you do with Ms. Hunt?” 

This strange man probably wanted to pursue their boss Liberty. 

But his boss Liberty always had Mr. Duncan Lewis. 

He heard that Mr. Lewis had been pursuing Ms. Hunt for nearly a year. 

It’s not easy for the two of them to get to where they were today. 

 


